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ARTICLE FIFTY-FIVE
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – PSALMS 1-15

ONE
A. Like fruitful trees standing by a river (1:1-3)
B. Like useless chaff scattered by the wind (1:4-6)

TWO
A. Rebels of the world, unite (2:1-3)
B. When the Lord laughs (2:4-6)
C. “Here’s what He said to Me. Just ask! It’s all yours!” (2:7-9)
D. Wise up and worship Him! (2:10-12)

THREE
A. “Forget it; He’s forgotten you” (3:1-2)
B. “But I asked and He answered!” (3:3-4)
C. Now for a good night’s sleep (3:5-8)

FOUR
A. Hear my prayer and help me! (4:1)
B. When will they ever learn? (4:2)
C. Set apart with a joyful heart (4:3-8)

FIVE
A. Morning meditations (5:1-3)
B. Destroy the godless; deliver the godly (5:4-12)

SIX
A. Pain and persecution! Would it ever end? (6:1-7)
B. He has heard! He will help! (6:8-10)

SEVEN
A. Oh, to be rescued from the ravenous lion! (7:1-5)
B. Rise up, O God, and strike them down! (7:6-17)
EIGHT
A. What is man in light of the Milky Way? (8:1-4)
B. Original assignment: Rule over the earth! (8:5-9)

NINE
A. His tribute to God (9:1-2)
B. Blotting out the names of the bad (9:3-6)
C. The eternal Helper of the helpless (9:7-16)
D. Hell awaits the heathen (9:17-19)

TEN
A. They’re eating us alive! Why do you allow this? (10:1-11)
B. “Come down and crush them!” (10:12-18)

ELEVEN
A. Faith is better than fight (11:1-3)
B. God is not dead nor doth He sleep (11:4-7)

TWELVE
A. The few good men are becoming fewer (12:1-4)
B. Like silver, purified seven times! (12:5-8)

THIRTEEN
A. The psalm of the “how long?” (13:1-4)
B. But he would trust, rejoice, and sing! (13:5-6)

FOURTEEN
A. The false-hearted fool (14:1)
B. Any that do good? No, not one! (14:2-6)
C. From out of Zion: Rescue and restoration! (14:7)

FIFTEEN
A. Who indeed may go? (15:1)
B. Here are the qualifications (15:2-5)